We use genetic programming (GP), a variant of evolutionary computation, to build interpretable models of global mean temperature as a function of natural and anthropogenic forcings. In contrast to the conventional approach, which engages models that are physically-based but very data-demanding and computation-intense, the proposed method is a data-driven randomized search algorithm capable of inducing a model from moderate amount of training data at reasonable computational cost. GP maintains a population of models and recombines them iteratively to improve their performance meant as an ability to explain the training data. Each model is a multiple input-single output arithmetic expression built of a predefined set of elementary components. Inputs include external climate forcings, such as solar activity, volcanic eruptions, composition of the atmosphere (greenhouse gas concentration and aerosols), and indices of internal variability (oscillations in the Ocean-Atmosphere system), while the output is the largescale temperature. We used the data from the period 1900-1999 for training and the period 2000-2009 for testing, and employed two quality measures: mean absolute error and correlation coefficient. The experiment showed that the models evolved by GP are capable to predict, based exclusively on non-temperature data, the global temperature more accurately than a reference approach known in the literature.
Introduction
The Earth is a very complex system composed of a large number of highly interconnected components. Relationships between the components are complicated and non-linear, and there are multiple feedback loops. Within the Earth system, the climate system is perhaps the most complex sub-system.
There are external drivers controlling the Earth's climate, such as the solar radiation, depending on the distance between Sun and Earth (with account of Earth's orbital patterns), solar activity, volcanic eruptions, properties of the atmosphere (content of greenhouse gases, dust and aerosols) and properties of the Earth's surface (albedo of the surface and water on and under the land surface). In addition, there are several patterns of oscillation in the Ocean-Atmosphere system, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), that influence the climate.
Moreover, there are internal feedbacks (both negative and positive) in the system, diminishing or amplifying the effects of external drivers and generating variability. Examples of positive feedbacks include albedo change related to shrinkage of the cryosphere and methane emission from thawing permafrost. In case of warming, snow and ice areas decrease, albedo decreases, less heat/radiation is reflected out into the space, and the Earth's surface gets warmer. As a consequence, permafrost thaws, methane (very strong greenhouse gas) is emitted, resulting in enhancement of the greenhouse effect, hence it gets even warmer. No wonder that such complex feedbacks made the climate system an excellent application area of, among others, chaos theory. Lorentz equations, the flagship model of deterministic chaotic dynamics, have been developed to describe the climate system.
Recently, the problem of climate change and fear for its serious negative impacts has gained vast theoretical and practical interest and high societal relevance. Tangible progress is expected towards better, and more straightforward, interpretation of large-scale temperature change in the future, necessary for informed policy making.
In this study, we approach the task of global temperature modeling using the methodology of genetic programming (GP, [1] ), a variant of evolutionary computation devised for automated inference of explanatory models from data. Our main contribution is a specific method of adaptation of GP to the task of global mean temperature modeling (Section 3, supported by computational experiment on real temperature data (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and interpretation of its results (Section 4.3).
Climate modeling
Modeling of global mean temperature is an example of a problem in climatology, a branch of geophysical sciences, that is hard to solve due to the difficulty to interpret the cause-effect chains, in a very complex system driven by multiple factors.
Many recent climate studies make use of simulations with the help of general (global) climate (circulation) models (GCMs) that represent mathematically the behavior of the global climate system and simulate the interactions of the oceans (temperature, salinity, currents), atmosphere (temperature, wind, clouds, water vapor, greenhouse gases, aerosols, atmospheric chemistry), land surface, including carbon cycle, biosphere, and water storage (also in cryosphere). Such climate models are based on an integration of systems of equations representing the basic principles of physics (fluid dynamics equations of Navier-Stokes, laws of Newton, Coriolis, thermodynamics), chemistry, and biology. They take account of incoming solar heat (short-wave radiation) as well as outgoing long-wave (infrared) radiation from the Earth to the space.
Climate models are derived from fundamental physical laws, which are subject to physical approximations appropriate for the large-scale climate system, and further approximated through discretization, using either the finite difference method or the spectral method. Furthermore, representation of the impacts of unresolved processes is required. Some physical processes occur at smaller (sub-grid) scales and cannot be properly modeled. Instead, properties of neglected subgrid processes must be averaged over a larger scale in a technique known as parameterization. Parameterizations are used to include the effects of various processes, such as convection, cloud cover, land surface processes, albedo, and hydrology. Tuning is needed, because only some parameters can be measured, while others cannot, so that parameter values have to be adjusted, cf. [2] .
Prognostic equations are integrated forward in time while diagnostic equations are evaluated from the simultaneous values of the variables. The models depict the climate using a three-dimensional grid over the globe. They often have a horizontal resolution of less than one to a few degrees in longitude and in latitude, 10-20 vertical layers in the atmosphere and 30 or more layers in the oceans. This makes more than a million grid cells. As the time step is of the order of minutes, the computational effort is gigantic, and computational resources become a critical factor that limits the working resolution of the model. On the other hand, the progress in computational technology since the 1960s made it possible to solve such large and complex computational problems of global climate modeling.
Moderate confidence in climate models results from the fact that their fundamentals are based on established physical laws, such as conservation of mass, energy and momentum, supported by a wealth of observations. Advanced climate models mimic essential physical mechanisms and internal feedbacks of the climate system. Such models have been found to reproduce broad observed features of recent and past global mean temperature (aggregate over all the grid cells).
Limitations of contemporary climate models
Global climate models have been extensively used to simulate observed climate change during the 20th century [3] . Such models were fed with combinations of natural and anthropogenic forcings and proved to be able to reproduce broad, largescale, features of the observed Earth's climate of the past century (Fig. 1) . However, they cannot mimic important details of observed temperature. This also holds for the global mean temperature -the spatial aggregate. For particular years, the difference between the black and the red line in Fig. 1 can be large, up to nearly 0.3°C.
Many modeling advances have occurred over the past decades to climate models. In 1970s, models represented only atmosphere. Now they also include land-surface, ocean and sea ice, aerosols (sulfate and non-sulfate), carbon cycle, atmospheric chemistry and dynamic vegetation. The dynamical cores (advection, etc.) have been improved, and the horizontal and vertical resolutions of many models have been increased. However, despite the many model improvements, numerous issues remain and model results still show significant errors, even at large scales. One of the sources of errors is that several important small-scale processes cannot be represented explicitly in the models, and so must be included in approximate form as they interact with larger-scale features [2] . This is partly due to limitations in computing power, but also due to limitations in scientific understanding and lack of sufficient data to calibrate the models. Important is also the unavailability of detailed observations of some physical processes. For example, significant uncertainties are associated with the representation of clouds. It is necessary to consider a more complete set of processes (e.g., carbon feedbacks, atmospheric chemistry interactions). Climate models are still not good at land-surface parameterization. Simulation of various feedback mechanisms can be different in different GCMs. As a consequence, models may simulate quite different responses to the same forcing, because of the way certain processes and feedbacks are modeled (Fig. 1) .
Climate change information is highly uncertain. The knowledge encapsulated in climate models is incomplete -there are both ''known unknowns'' (e.g., related to aerosols, clouds, and land surface processes) and ''unknown unknowns'' [4] . This goes beyond our understanding of classical risk and uncertainty analysis. There are true unknowns, and no combination of clever statistical methods can reveal what those unknowns may be -they reside in the realm of more research on climate dynamics and feedback loops. When attempting to answer one question, scientists encounter a bunch of further questions that are more serious -indeed, we know increasingly well that we do not know enough. As phrased by Trenberth [5] , there is more knowledge, but less certainty.
Trenberth [5] soberly assessed also the transient deficiency related to model improvement: ''Adding complexity to a modeled system when the real system is complex is no doubt essential for model development. It may, however, run the risk of turning a useful model into a research tool that is not yet skillful at making predictions''. Anagnostopoulos et al. [6] expressed the opinion that the mechanisms driving the changes are poorly understood and possibly beyond our ability to model adequately. Overall then, despite high expenditures on development of climate modeling, driven by the interest in projecting climate change impacts, and needs for mitigation of and adaptation to climate change (whose many impacts are projected to be adverse) and despite unquestioned improvements achieved, climate models are not yet ready for ''prime time'' in some application areas (cf. [4] ).
Genetic programming
In the view of the limitations of contemporary climate models identified in the previous section, in this study we follow a more data-driven approach to model climate phenomena. We allow the data to speak for themselves, without imposing a sophisticated prior model structure encapsulating the present (still highly imperfect) knowledge about the underlying process. To this aim, we employ state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms that have been recognized in many areas as useful tools for modeling, optimization, and learning [7] [8] [9] . As we demonstrate in the following, they make it possible to distill free-form natural laws from experimental data, even if problems look hopelessly complex in classical perspective.
Evolutionary computation (EC) is a mature yet still dynamically developing branch of computational intelligence. The heuristic bio-inspired search algorithms stemming from this field operate on populations of candidate solutions encoded as genotypes and decode them into phenotypes when evaluated by the fitness function f being optimized. Formally, an algorithm makes an attempt to solve the following problem:
where P is the considered space (search space) of candidate solutions (solutions for short) and f is a (maximized) fitness function. Ideally, the search process should find an optimal solution (an ideal) p * that maximizes f . Due to heuristic nature of the search process and the often immense size of the search space, this cannot be guaranteed, but in practice a wellperforming suboptimal solution is often satisfactory.
In particular, we employ genetic programming (GP, [10, 11, 1] ), a variant of EC where the genotypes represent programs, i.e., entities capable of reading in input data and producing some output data in response to that input. Thus, in GP the candidate solutions p ∈ P evolving under the selection pressure of the fitness function f are themselves functions of the form p : I → O, where I and O are, respectively, the spaces of input data and output data accepted and produced by programs from P. This makes the problems approached in GP substantially different from those considered in other branches of EC: the set of program inputs I, even if finite, is usually so large that running each candidate solution on all possible inputs becomes intractable. To circumvent this problem, GP algorithms typically evaluate solutions on a sample I ′ ⊂ I, |I ′ | ≪ |I| of possible inputs, and fitness is only an approximate estimate of solution quality. Thus, in contrast to most EC methods that are typically placed in optimization framework, GP is by nature an inductive learning approach that fits into the domain of machine learning [12] .
In most real-world applications of GP, fitness function f measures the similarity of the output produced by the program to the desired output, given as a part of task statement. By analogy to supervised learning from examples known in machine learning, the task is given as a set of fitness cases, i.e., pairs (x i , y i ) ∈ I×O, where x i usually comprises one or more independent variables and y i is the output variable. Then, fitness can be expressed as a monotonous function of the divergence of program's output from the desired one, for instance as:
where p(x i ) is the output produced by program p for the input data x i , ∥·∥ is a metric in the output space O, and i iterates over all fitness cases. Such tasks can be then considered as a form of regression. As new solutions are built by manipulating the code (instructions), this is referred to as symbolic regression [13] . The modeling of global temperature changes considered in this paper also falls into this category. The candidate solutions in GP are being assembled from elementary entities called instructions. A part of formulation of a GP task is then also an instruction set I, i.e., a set of symbols used by the search algorithm to compose the programs (candidate solutions). The design of I usually requires some background knowledge; in particular, it should comprise all instructions necessary to find solution to the problem posed. Depending on the genre of GP, instructions can be arranged into different structures, including trees (standard GP, [1] ), sequences (linear GP, [14] ), or graphs (e.g., Cartesian GP, [15] ). An important consequence of using variable-length structures to represent candidate solutions is that the structure of the program space P is non-Cartesian: there are no variables in the sense in which they are present in typical multivariate optimization problems.
In this study, we employ the tree-based GP and use tree-depth limit (d max ) as the only constraint on the search space P. The complete GP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The problem to be solved is given as the fitness function f together with the instruction set I. The initial population contains randomly generated programs (here: models of dependency of global temperature from other variables) assembled from the instructions from I. In each iteration (generation), every program in population P is first evaluated by f . In our application, this will consist in applying it to each time point in historical data, and comparing the output it produces with the actual global temperature for the subsequent time point. After evaluation, programs are stochastically selected according to their fitness values, so that the well-modeling expressions are more likely to pass this stage. To this aim, we employ tournament selection, detailed in Section 4.2. The selected programs are crossed over by exchanging randomly selected subexpressions (so-called subtree swapping crossover [11] ). The new models resulting from this step (the offspring) can subsequently, with a certain probability, undergo mutation that consists in replacing a randomly selected subexpression with a new randomly generated subexpression. The resulting models fill the population of the subsequent generation. After this process meets certain stopping condition (here: a good enough model has been found or a predefined number of generations has elapsed), the best model found becomes the outcome of the search process.
GP has been successfully applied to many problems of practical significance, like classification problems in machine learning [16] , object recognition [17, 18] , or learning game strategies [19] (see [13] for an extensive review of GP applications). GP has also produced a number of solutions that are human-competitive, i.e., a GP algorithm automatically solved a problem for which a patent exists [1] . Furthermore, a recent award-winning work [20, 21] has demonstrated the ability of a GP system to automatically find and correct bugs in commercially-released software when provided with test data. In the context of this paper, it deserves particular attention that GP is one of leading methodologies that can be used to 'automate' science, helping the researchers to find the hidden complex patterns in the observed phenomena. In this spirit, in their seminal paper [22] have shown how GP can be used to induce scientific laws from experimental data. Many other studies have demonstrated the usefulness of GP for modeling different phenomena, including those of natural origins [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Results and discussion
Enticed by the results cited at the end of previous section, we employ GP to semi-automatically induce plausible models of global temperature changes. We aim at discovering the multiple input-single output (MISO) dependences between global mean temperature (dependent variable) and several climate factors (independent variables) presented in Section 4.1. An evolutionary algorithm evolves a population of programs, each of them being a specific model of dependency between independent variables and the dependent variable. The models are encoded as expressions (prognostic equations), which Algorithm 1 Genetic programming algorithm for tree-based representations used in this study. f is the fitness function that defines the objective of optimization process, and I is the set of instructions that the programs (models) are allowed to be composed of. Implicitly, f comprises also set of input-output pairs (x i , y i ) ∈ I × O that the programs are evaluated on. RandomProgram(I) produces a random program composed of instructions from I; we use the ramped half-and-half method as implemented in the ECJ package [37] .
◃ f -fitness function, I -instruction set 2:
repeat ◃ Main loop over generations 4: 
14:
until |P ′ | = |P| 16:
until StoppingCondition(P) can be conveniently represented as expression trees, where each internal tree node (non-terminal) represents an arithmetic operator or a function, while the terminal nodes (terminals, leaves) return values derived from the independent variables. These two subsets together form the instruction set I defined in Section 3. The following subsections detail this process and our adaptation of GP methodology to the task of global temperature modeling.
The data
Every variable used in this study is technically a time series given at monthly resolution. As the dependent variable τ , we used the University of East Anglia global mean temperature (UEA). This series, known as series HadCRUT3v [28] , aggregates the temperature over 5°× 5°grid boxes over land (air temperature) and oceans (sea surface temperature, SST). Precisely, it reflects the temperature anomaly, i.e., the deviation of the temperature from the mean calculated from the period 1961-1990. The observation records start in 1850. The independent variables include the following 8 time series:
• Sun Spots Number (SSN, since 1749): The number of sun spots, see: [29] .
• Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO, since 1856): This data series represents the mean SST of North Atlantic,
i.e., within the latitude 0°-70°N, detrended to remove the influence of global warming [30] .
• North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, since 1865): An index calculated from the measurements of air pressure at two locations:
Ponta Delgada, Azores, and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik in Iceland [31] .
• Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI): An index marking major volcanic explosions [32] .
• • Greenhouse gases (three time series: CO 2 , N 2 O, CH 4 ): The long-time yearly time series of the concentration of greenhouse gases based on paleological reconstructions (fossil air trapped in ice cores) and present instrumental measurements. The datasets used end in 1997 [34] . Some data series required extra preprocessing. VEI was originally provided in a sparse form, i.e., as a set of pairs (eruption date, eruption strength). The eruptions of strength less than 4 were rejected as they are quite frequent and have little influence on the change of concentration of volcanic aerosols in the atmosphere. To model the decreasing impact of an eruption over time, exponential smoothing was applied: for the month of eruption and the following months, the variable assumes the value of ve −0.2d , where v is the eruption strength and d is the number of months elapsed from the eruption date. Data series of greenhouse gases (CO 2 , N 2 O and CH 4 ) were available only until 1997, so we extrapolated them to the period 1998-2009. This preprocessing seems to be justified given the shape of the Keeling curve for CO 2 [35] . Linear interpolation has been used to convert them from year resolution to month resolution.
Apart from this, all independent variables have been normalized. This step was essential because, similarly to artificial neural networks, GP tends to pay more attention to large-valued variables, judging the variable's importance by its magnitude. The unipolar variables (greenhouse gases, VEI and SSN) have been mapped to interval [0, 1], so that, for instance, the strongest volcanic eruption observed in the considered period (VEI 6) turns into value 1.0. For these data series, the base period of normalization was 1851-2010.
The oscillations data, i.e. the NAO, AMO and ENSO indexes, are bipolar by nature, with 0 being the neutral value. To preserve this property, each of these variables was mapped linearly so that the greater of its extrema (in absolute terms) became −0.5 or 0.5. As a result, the normalized variable can have one extremum closer to 0 than the other, but the position of zero is preserved. The base periods for this processing were taken natively from the data. As an example, Fig. 2 presents the AMO variable after such normalization process (see [36] for plots of other variables).
Experimental setup
The experiment followed the typical machine learning phases: learning the models from the training data (induction), selecting the best model, and applying the model to the test data. The learning process is a genetic programming run, where each model (program) in population is an expression tree built of instructions (non-terminal and terminal symbols), undergoing evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation in each iteration of the algorithm, outlined in Section 3.
We forecast one step ahead, so at the time step (month) t, the model forecasts the temperature at time step t + 1 based on historical data (≤ t). The evolving expressions are represented as trees composed of unary and binary instructions, which accept and return real-valued data (thus, in terms of the formalisms introduced in Section 3, O = I = R).
An essential feature of our approach is that the evolving models have access not only to the most recent values of the 8 original independent variables listed in Section 4.1, but also to older samples of these variables and some aggregates build upon them. We implement this feature by defining an appropriate set of terminals (terminal symbols, tree leaves), presented in Table 1 along with their semantics. A terminal returns either the current value of an independent variable (at time step t, first row of Table 1 ), a value from a month within last year (second row of the table), or an aggregate of historical values (e.g., averages of historical values). The parameters of aggregation (m, n), once drawn at random at the moment of node creation, remain fixed. Node creation takes place only when an entire random model is being built (creation of the initial population), or while performing mutation (when a random subexpression is being generated). In total, the 8 considered independent variables give rise to 19 terminals (excluding the constant).
Let us emphasize that none of the terminals returns the historical global temperature or any quantity derived from it, so the historical values of the dependent variable (temperature) do not serve as another independent variable. This makes the task of model synthesis harder, but also makes it impossible for evolution to use the most recent temperature to produce naive (will be as is) forecasts, which we are not interested in.
The nonterminal tree nodes used in the experiment include four binary arithmetic operators (+, −, * , /), and three unary functions (−x, e x , ln |x|). To avoid arithmetic overflow, division by 0 and ln(0) return 0. Overall then, our instruction set I comprises 27 instructions: 19 terminals derived from the independent variables, one terminal representing constants, and 7 nonterminals. 
The mean value in time period [t − (m + n), t − n] with m, n ∈ [1, 12] , determined randomly at the moment of node creation. NAOw See [31] The value of the NAO index for the preceding winter (December-March of current or previous year) C Const A constant drawn uniformly from interval [−1, 1] at the moment of node creation.
In the evaluation phase, a model is rewarded with a score (fitness) that reflects its ability to predict the temperature in the training period. This proceeds independently for each tth time point in the training period (t = 0, . . . , 1199). First, the values of the terminal nodes are determined (see Table 1 ). Then, the value of the expression is calculated and compared to the actual UEA/global temperature value for the time point t + 1. The differences between the actual and the predicted values are aggregated over the entire training period using mean absolute error (MAE). Formally, the fitness of a program is defined as (cf. Formula (1))
where p(t) is the prediction (output) of the program (model) p at month t, and τ t is the actual value of global temperature.
Technically, our goal function is minimized and the fitness of an ideal model is 0.0. This definition of fitness has an intuitive interpretation and is natural for the domain of time series modeling and prediction, where MAE is commonly used. However, it favors the absolute accuracy of the model over its ability to reproduce the dynamics of changes. For instance, let us consider a model p 1 that produces the output that overshoots the actual data 100 times, i.e., p 1 (t) = 100τ t , and a model p 2 (t) =τ , whereτ denotes the mean temperature in the entire training period.
Under f MAE , p 1 is worse than p 2 despite the fact that it perfectly captures the changes of the dependent variable, only scaling them by the factor of 100. Such preference is undesired because such models, although poor in their absolute predictions, are still attractive, as their output can be easily mapped to the desired range by a linear transformation.
This inclined us to consider an alternative fitness definition:
where ρ(τ , p) is the Pearson linear correlation coefficient calculated from the vector of actual temperature τ and the vector of predictions generated by model p. By using the absolute value, we promote also models that are negatively correlated with the data, as long as the correlation is strong. Under f COR , p 1 would receive the ideal fitness value of 0 and thus would be preferred to p 2 . Of course, when applied to the testing data, such models need to be linearly transformed; we obtain the coefficients of that transformation by running linear regression of p's output vs. τ .
Technically, the computational cost of calculating f COR is greater than f MAE , but in practice this difference is negligible when compared to the actual cost of querying the models (programs).
The evolutionary parameters are set quite typically for GP (see [13] ): population size: 10,000 models, probability of crossover: 0.9, probability of mutation: 0.1, maximum tree depth 17. To stochastically select the parent programs to be recombined we use tournament selection, which, in each selection act, draws a random sample of 7 programs from population and picks the fittest of them. This selection method reduces the risk of premature convergence and interprets fitness as an ordinal variable, i.e., its outcome depends only on the ordering of fitness values. This is convenient in our case, as we have no grounds to claim that, e.g., halving the MAE of a model should make it exactly twice as fit.
Most of these settings are defaults of the ECJ software package that our computer implementation is built upon. For other details the reader is referred to [36, 37] .
The results
Genetic programming is a stochastic search procedure and its outcome (meant as the best model found) depends on the initial population, which is initialized randomly. Therefore, to provide conclusive results, we ran GP 100 times for different initial populations and analyzed the resulting 100 best-of-run models.
Overall performance of models. Having two different quality measures (Eqs. (2) and (3)) gives us an interesting possibility of cross-checking the performance of models evolved under particular fitness functions. Tables 2 and 3 separately summarize the quality of models expressed with f MAE and with f COR , respectively.
As it follows from Table 2 , the mean MAE error committed by models evolved under f MAE on the training data (1900-1999) amounts to 0.0877°C, and for the best of them 0.0808°C. A control experiment, involving a naive predictor that assumes Table 2 Mean average error (f MAE , Formula (2)) of models evolved using different definitions of fitness function, evaluated on the training period and on the test period (0.95-confidence intervals given for mean). Table 3 The models from Table 2 evaluated using f COR (Formula (3) ). the next month's temperature will be the same as in this month, yields a slightly better result: 0.0742°C. GP seems then to be able to produce models of comparative quality without trivially copying the historical temperature. Concerning the test-set performance of models evolved under f MAE , they fare quite good on that period (2000-2009): the median MAE amounts to 0.0952°C, only around 10% worse than for the training set, which suggests that our models overfit only moderately. The substantial deterioration of mean performance on the test set is caused by three models (out of 100) that overfitted heavily. The model that is the best on the test period achieves MAE of 0.0624°C, which is actually better than the best result on the training set. The naive model achieves 0.0590°C error on the test set. Note however that the naive predictor does not model any dependency of temperature on other factors. Its performance is only due to high autocorrelation of the actual temperature series, which we discuss also at the end of Section 4.4.
The best model evolved under f COR turns out to be superior to the best obtained using f MAE on the training set and only slightly worse on the test set. Even more interestingly, also the average and median quality of models evolved using the former fitness function is notably better. This confirms our supposition that promoting models that follow the dynamics of changes rather than the absolute values of temperature anomaly, can be profitable.
In Table 3 we present the same models but evaluated using f COR . In terms of this measure, the models seem to overfit, which contradicts Table 2 . Note however, that, for the data considered here, performance on training and test set cannot be directly compared in terms of f COR . Correlation for the testing is worse not because the models do not fit the data (which is clearly not true in view of values of f MAE in Table 2 ), but because the variance of the compared data series is much lower here than for the training set. Within the 100-year long training period, the overall increasing trend causes variance to be high (e.g., σ = 0.24 for the actual temperature data). In the mere 10 years of the testing period, the same trend cannot impact variance so much (σ = 0.09 for the actual data).
Generalization ability. Tables 2 and 3 present only aggregates of performance over 100 evolutionary runs for both fitness definitions. In practice however, it is important to know how the training-set performance translates into test-set performance for individual models. In Fig. 3 we confront the MAE errors of models evolved under f MAE on the training set and on the test set. Each point identifies one of 100 evolved models. The figure suggests that the performance of the model on the test set correlates quite well with its performance on the training set. There are only a few cases of evident overfitting (upper left quadrant of the plot). Thus, the error a model commits on the training set can serve as quite reliable indicator of its predictive ability. Another conclusion from this plot is that GP, despite its stochastic character, is quite insensitive to the initial conditions. The contents of the initial population has limited impact on the best-of-run model: most models perform similarly, only a few of them are clearly inferior to the rest on the training set (lower right quadrant).
Visual inspection of forecasts. Fig. 4 plots the forecasts produced by two models evolved using f MAE , the best on the training set (red line), and the best on the test set (green line), together with the actual UEA temperature time series (gray line). The best-on-train set model seems to reconstruct quite well the overall temperature dynamics in the testing period, mimicking many local tendencies of the data. We find this result attractive, taking into account that the models have no access to the historical values of temperature. Fig. 5 presents an analogous plot for the best-performing models evolved under f COR . Similarly to Fig. 4 , the models follow the actual temperature changes and, although the month-by-month fluctuations are not faithfully reproduced, the overall trends are usually preserved. Visually, the best-of-train model seems to be more accurate here than for f MAE , which confirms the performance indicators shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
Statistical properties of evolved models. Apart from visual inspection of data series produced by our predictors, we analyze their statistical properties. We start with bias, which in this case can be conveniently measured using mean (signed) error (ME). The overall ME for the predictors trained using f MAE , calculated over all 100 best-of-run models on the training period, amounts to −1.39±1.12×10 −3 (0.95 confidence interval). This indicates that, on average, the models are slightly negatively biased, which is not surprising given the increasing trend of observed temperature. For the naive predictor, ME is very similar: −0.55 × 10 −3 . Given the above confidence intervals, we can conclude that the GP predictors are significantly not more biased the naive predictor, despite the fact that they have no access to historical temperature values. Committee of predictors.The stochastic nature of GP makes it very unlikely for two runs to evolve best-of-run models that produce the same predictions. Also, underperforming models can be occasionally produced. However, the diversity of models resulting from particular runs gives rise to another opportunity. To demonstrate this, we consider a committee of predictors built of best-of-run models. Specifically, from all 100 best-of-run models, we select 30 of them that perform best on the training set. Then, we aggregate their predictions using arithmetic mean. Such a committee built from models evolved under f MAE attains MAE of 0.0799 on the training set and 0.0713 on the test set. These figures are lower than the expected errors of a single predictor, which amount to 0.0877 and 0.1834, respectively (columns 'Mean' of Table 2 ). Although for the training set the difference is rather moderate, on the testing period the committee is much better than an average single predictor. This suggests that committees are less likely to overfit the data. Also, they can be expected to be more robust, because averaging a set of diversified and, as shown above, close-to-unbiased models, can only lower their aggregate variance.
Comparison to linear model
In their seminal study of the relative importance of natural and anthropogenic influences altering global and regional temperatures over more than a century, Lean and Rind [38] performed multiple linear regression analysis. They considered temperature anomalies as a linear combination of four lagged forcings: ENSO index, volcanic aerosol input, solar irradiance, and anthropogenic forcing, and fitted lags to maximize the explained variance. The correlation coefficient between the global temperature observations and the multiple regression results for 1889-2006 turned out to be quite promising, 0.87. This surprisingly good performance suggests that perhaps the established climate models may ''lack -or incorrectly parameterize -fundamental processes by which surface temperatures respond to radiative forcing'' [38] . Direct linear association with observations opens the floor to nonlinear approaches, since it is well known that the physics governing the climate is strongly nonlinear and involves complex feedbacks. The present study aims to apply genetic programming in lieu of multiple linear regression.
As the set of forcings used by Lean and Rind [38] is similar to the list of independent variables considered in this study, the results obtained there can be confronted with the performance of our GP models on the training set presented in Table 3 . We must however admit that this comparison should be treated with a grain of salt, as the considered time periods overlap only partially (1889-2006 vs. 1900-1999 ). Our best model reaches f COR = 0.0847, which translates into correlation coefficient of 1 − 0.0847 = 0.9153. This is noticeably more than 0.87 of [38] , which suggests that GP manages discovering certain nonlinear dependences in the data and model them using the available operators.
As a final caveat, let us warn the reader that the large (in absolute terms) correlations quoted above should not suggest that we are close to the (unknown) upper limit of predictor performance. Natural time series, including global temperature, are inherently highly autocorrelated. Autocorrelation of the UEA observed temperature anomaly series lagged by one month amounts to 0.932 for the time period 1889-2006, and 0.915 for the period 1900-1999. There is then still plenty of room for further improvements.
Conclusion
The main rationale for this study was the hypothesis that the data-driven approach can improve our interpretation of linkages in the climate system. To verify this claim, we used state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms that have been recognized as very useful data-driven methods (cf. [22] ). The reported results demonstrate that the methodology of genetic programming is capable of inducing models that mimic the aggregate behavior of a very complex climate system, while being unbiased by the preferences of human experimenter. In particular, GP allows to find analytical models that bind the mean global temperature to climate factors, without resorting to historical temperature itself. These outcomes suggest that the approach used in this study allows making interpretations that are potentially useful in climatology.
An interesting methodological conclusion from this study is the usefulness of more 'qualitative' objective functions, i.e., such that emphasize the importance of reproducing the overall dynamics of the underlying process, without paying too much attention to the details. We hypothesize that such functions, exemplified here by f COR , can be particularly suitable to guide the evolutionary synthesis of models in GP, where the final evolved model results from manipulation of expressions that form the model, rather than optimization of its parameters.
The models produced by genetic programming are explicitly constructed from an a priori given set of transparent instructions, which enables their interpretation and makes it possible to gain some novel insight into the underlying phenomenon. Unfortunately, this chance can be invalidated by bloat, i.e., the tendency of GP expressions to grow in size as the evolution proceeds. The experiment described here is not completely free from this inconvenience. In the final generations, the models may reach the size of 200-250 tree nodes (symbols), which renders their direct interpretation difficult. As an example, Table 4 presents one of the best models obtained for f MAE fitness function. Meaningful interpretation of models like this can be time-consuming and require deep understanding of data and profound background. On the other hand, we claim that such symbolic models are still easier to follow than many non-symbolic representations, like artificial neural networks.
